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On November 24 at 2:38am, Bay Village Police stopped a vehicle in the 400 block
of Forestview Road while investigating a suspicious circumstance. Police spoke
with the male operator, a 29 year old Perry, Ohio resident, who appeared to be
under the influence. The male failed field sobriety tests and was placed under
arrest. On station, the male refused to submit to an Intoxilyzer test to check his
blood alcohol content. He is facing charges in Rocky River Municipal Court. During
the stop, it was discovered that the male passenger, a 40 year old Brookpark
resident, had an active warrant with Parma PD. Before transporting the male to
Parma PD, he was found to be in possession of numerous pills and other
suspected illegal drugs. Those items were sent out for testing with charges
pending lab results.
On November 24, at 8:50am, Bay Village Police dispatched to take a Fraud report.
Police spoke with the female victim who reported that someone attempted to file
for unemployment in her name. Luckily, the fraudulent claim was caught in time
before any transactions were processed.
On November 28, at 10:50pm Bay Village Police were dispatched to the 26000
block of East Oviatt Road on report of a criminal damaging. The homeowner had
called police to report that four juveniles exited a white vehicle, approached her
home and had damaged her decorative inflatable turkey, rendering it inoperable.
Shortly thereafter, a caller in the 300 block of Dover Center called to report a
white vehicle had approached her home and attempted to damage her inflatable

snowman before being discovered by the homeowner. Bay Village Police are
investigating.
On November 28, at 1:55am, Bay Village Police stopped a vehicle on Lake Road
near Douglas Road for numerous moving violations. Police spoke with the female
operator, a 19 year-old Westlake resident, who appeared to be under the
influence of alcohol. The operator failed field sobriety tests and was placed under
arrest. On station, the operator submitted to an Intoxilyzer test which showed a
.178 blood alcohol content. The operator is facing charges in Rocky River
Municipal Court.

